Editors’ Note


Anne Hung & Teresa Sammut
We would like to acknowledge with respect the Lekwungen peoples on
whose traditional territory the University of Victoria stands and the Songhees, Esquimalt, and WSÁNEĆ peoples whose historical relationships with
the land continue to this day.
Volume 11 of The Albatross would not have been possible without the support of the UVic English community. We would like to thank everyone who
submitted to the journal, all of our contributors, and the editorial staff, who
have collaborated with authors virtually to produce the exceptional essays
in this issue. Many thanks to Josiah Lamb for designing the cover this year,
and UVic English alumna Emma Fanning, a previous designer for The Albatross, who aided in the layout process. We are grateful to Drs. Mary Elizabeth Leighton and Lisa Surridge for their editing workshop and ongoing
support, and Susan Doyle for her copy-editing course, which trained many
of our copy editors. We would also like to thank previous managing editors
of The Albatross, especially volume 8 managing editor, Michael Carelse, for
his copy-editing workshop, and volume 9 and 10 co-managing editors,
Sonja Pinto and Robert Steele, for their continued guidance.
We would like to recognize the 2020–21 executive members of the organization that generously funds The Albatross, the UVic English Students’
Association: Nina Bradley, Jocelyn Diemer, Christopher Driscoll, Emily
Frampton, Madison George-Berlet, Anne Hung, Errin Johnston-Watson,
Kira Keir, Maya Linsley, Scott Matthews, Nicole Paletta, Teresa Sammut,
Josiah Snell, Allegra Stevenson-Kaplan, and Tiegan Suddaby. Furthermore,
we would like to thank the University of Victoria Students’ Society and the
other UVic Humanities journals.
The COVID-19 pandemic created a multitude of challenges, and we
would like to acknowledge the adaptability, resilience, and commitment
of the editors and contributors who made the publication of this issue possible. We are proud to present seven undergraduate essays that exemplify the curiosity and insightfulness of the UVic English Department. It has
been an honour to learn and grow with the Albatross team, and we hope
that the journal continues to engage and inspire UVic students in the years
to come.
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